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Marriage and cohabitation always start with a beautiful outlook for couples, but after 
a while, due to differences between men and women that stem from growing up in 
two different environments (Ruhlmann, Gallus, & Durtschi, 2018), as well as a lack of 
sufficient understanding of each other's psychological characteristics and personality, 
problems arise, creating an unpleasant image of marriage (Ebrahimi, 2020). 
Moreover, marital relationships are sometimes accompanied by problems and 
dissatisfaction that lead to conflict in couples. After marriage, changes occur in the 
lifestyle, social relationships, and interpersonal relationships of both parties, all of 
which require the couple's ability to adapt (Siegel, Dekel, & Svetlitzky, 2021), as each 
individual has been nurtured in a unique developmental context and possesses a 
lifestyle that includes personal and social values and beliefs, which are, in fact, 
different from those of their spouse. Thus, they must adapt to these conditions, 
sharing life with another person who has different beliefs, values, and culture 
(Jomenia, Nazari, & Soliemanian, 2021). 

One of the issues that cause conflict and its continuation in couples is their sexual 
dysfunction. Although the exact prevalence of women's sexual disorders is difficult 
to determine, existing statistics indicate that about 19% to 45% of women suffer from 
at least one sexual problem. A good sexual relationship can lead to pleasure, 
satisfaction, and emotional closeness in couples, while sexual dysfunction can cause 
severe individual dissatisfaction and negatively affect quality of life (QOL) and 
interpersonal relationships (Mosadegh, Darbani, & Parsakia, 2023; Shadanloo, 
Yousefi, Parsakia, Hejazi, & Dolatabadi, 2023). Even in the short term, this disorder 
can lead to the emergence of dissatisfaction, grief, and sorrow, and if it becomes 
chronic, it can lead to disturbance, depression, damage to interpersonal relationships, 
increased conflict, and problems in other aspects of individual life (Hamzehgardeshi, 
Sabetghadam, Pourasghar, Khani, Moosazadeh, & Malary, 2023). According to the 
American Psychiatric Association (APA), female sexual dysfunction is divided into 4 
categories: disorders of sexual desire, arousal, orgasm, and pain, where sexual desire 
disorder means that despite being physically healthy, the individual has no desire for 
sexual participation and behavior, and arousal disorder appears as a decrease in 
vaginal lubrication or painful intercourse, in some of these women, vascular 
congestion in response to erotic stimuli significantly decreases. Physiologically, 
orgasm means reaching the peak of sexual pleasure. Before reaching this stage, the 
arousal phase must be completed. The fundamental problem in most patients is that 
they remain in the arousal phase and cannot move to the next stage, gradually losing 
their sexual desire (Hasanzadeh Mofrad, Karami Dehkordi, Mozaffar Tizabi, & 
Amirian, 2015). 

Women's sexual dysfunction is a multidimensional and multifactorial problem 
linked to biological, psychological, social, and cultural factors, affecting overall well-
being and QOL (Ghassami, Shairi, Asghari Moghadam, & Rahmati, 2014). One of the 
characteristics in women with sexual dysfunction is depression. Despite numerous 
researches on improving diagnostic and prognostic methods, the prevalence of 
depression remains high (Patten, Williams, Lavorato, Bulloch, Wiens, & Wang, 2016).  

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), by 2020, depression will be 
the second leading cause of disability (Reddy, 2010). In this context, rumination can 
be considered an underlying factor for the failure of psychotherapeutic and 
pharmacological methods, and consequently, as an explanation for cognitive deficits 
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in depressed individuals (Askari Masuleh & Taheri, 2023; Watkins, 2018). The 
cognitive resource theory suggests that negative thoughts of depression and 
rumination consume the cognitive abilities that should be involved in task-related 
processes (Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Levens, Muhtadie, & Gotlib, 2009; Watkins & 
Moulds, 2005).  

Based on this theory, valuable cognitive resources are diverted towards irrelevant 
depressive and ruminative thought processes. Some researchers believe that 
rumination in depression stems from a defect in executive functions in cognitive 
control functions, such as inhibition (De Lissnyder, Ernst, Derakshan, & De, 2010; 
Owens, Koster, & Derakshan, 2013), ultimately leading to excessive processing and 
preoccupation with negative emotions (Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Owens et al., 2013). 

Overall, findings from various studies indicate that there is a relationship 
between depression, rumination, and cognitive impairment, especially damages 
related to attention, inhibition, and working memory processes (Connolly, Wagner, 
Shapero, Pendergast, Abramson, & Alloy, 2014; Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Hertel, 
1998; Levens et al., 2009; Watkins & Moulds, 2005). 

Furthermore, frontal left asymmetry (FLA) is a common finding in brainwave 
measurements of individuals with depression and rumination (Blackhart, Minnix, & 
Kline, 2006; Feng et al., 2012; Mathersul, Williams, Hopkinson, & Kemp, 2008). FLA is 
defined as the relative difference between the levels of electrical activity in the left 
and right frontal hemispheres during EEG measurement in a resting state (Davidson, 
1998; Henriques & Davidson, 1990). Research regarding the hyperactivity of the right 
hemisphere and relatively low activity of the left hemisphere - disorder associated 
with a lack of coordination in intrahemispheric brain activity - emphasizes the 
connection of depression with high activity of the right hemisphere (Allen, Urry, Hitt, 
& Coan, 2004; Baehr, Rosenfeld, Baehr, & Earnest, 1998; Baehr, Rosenfeld, Baehr, & 
Earnest, 1999; Carvalho et al., 2011; Gold, Fachner, & Erkkila, 2013; Gotlib, 1998; 
Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Vuga, Fox, Cohn, George, Levenstein, & Kovacs, 2006). 
Thus, frontal alpha asymmetry (FAA) reflects the balance between the activity of the 
right and left frontal hemispheres (Allen et al., 2004). Evidence suggests that the right 
hemisphere primarily encompasses the processing of negative emotions, pessimistic 
thoughts, and maladaptive thinking styles, all of which play a role in the cognitive 
phenomenology of depression, and subsequently, in the increase in anxiety, stress, 
and pain associated with illness (Spielberg et al., 2012). 

One of the therapeutic methods used to correct alpha asymmetry in order to 
reduce depression and rumination is neurofeedback intervention. 
Electroencephalography (EEG) biofeedback, or neurofeedback, is presented as a tool 
for adjusting hemispheric asymmetry in frontal activity with the aim of regulating 
affect (Brambilla, Pirovano, Mira, Rizzo, Scano, & Mastropietro, 2021). Typically, 
biofeedback is a biobehavioral technique aimed at changing physiological activity 
and, in turn, improving health or performance. According to biofeedback principles, 
neurofeedback also relies on the premise that providing individuals with information 
about brain activity can expand their conscious control and help them learn how to 
regulate their brain activity (Aghaziarati, Fard, Rahimi, & Parsakia, 2023). Repeating 
neurofeedback sessions strengthens and creates new brain connections and pathways 
in the mechanism of neural reconstruction, leading to positive changes in emotions. 
One of the most common neurofeedback protocols for treating affective disorders is 
the alpha asymmetry protocol (ALAY), which has been used in various studies and 
yielded different findings (Allen et al., 2004; Choi, Chi, Chung, Kim, Ahn, & Kim, 
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2011; Quaedflieg, Smulders, Meyer, Peeters, Merckelbach, & Smeets, 2016). The 
results of these studies have shown therapeutic effectiveness for individuals with 
depression or anxiety, but the criticisms that can be made of each are the small 
number of intervention sessions and the selection of individuals with depression 
solely based on the presence of symptoms, regardless of the initiating factor of the 
disorder. Therefore, on the one hand, designing a clinical trial that, in addition to 
diagnosing and treating depression symptoms, examines the initiating factor of 
depression symptoms, and on the other hand, examining the effect of neurofeedback 
intervention on improving rumination scores and executive functions in individuals 
with depression and comparing the results with a placebo group will demonstrate 
the importance of such a research. From a clinical perspective, similar patterns of 
FAA have been observed in different conditions characterized by emotional 
dysregulation, such as anxiety and depression (Mennella, Messerotti, Buodo, & 
Palomba, 2015; Moscovitch, Santesso, Miskovic, McCabe, Antony, & Schmidt, 2011; 
Stewart, Coan, Towers, & Allen, 2011).  

Thus, in the present study, an attempt was made to control the anxiety variable of 
the participants and to adjust the therapeutic protocol with the goal of reducing alpha 
power on the left hemisphere to correct FAA. In this study, in addition to frontal 
alpha power, frontal beta power was measured as an indicator of frontal activity. 
Ultimately, the current research was conducted with the aim of assessing the 
effectiveness of alpha asymmetry neurofeedback on depression and rumination in 
women with sexual dysfunction conflicts. 

 

This quasi-experimental study was conducted with a matched two-group, pretest-
posttest design, consisting of an experimental group and a control group. The target 
population included all women with sexual dysfunction in the northern part of 
Tehran city, Iran, in the year 2021. Initially, a sexual dysfunction questionnaire was 
distributed among 100 women with sexual dysfunction visiting psychological clinics 
in the northern part of Tehran. From among those who scored high on the sexual 
dysfunction questionnaire, 20 individuals were conveniently selected and divided 
into two groups of 10, experimental and control. 
Research Tools 

1. Female Sexual Function Index: The Female Sexual Function Index (FSFI) is 
referred to as the gold standard for assessing women's sexual function, and has been 
translated and validated in more than 30 different countries (Ghassami et al., 2014). It 
consists of 19 questions, measuring 6 dimensions of sexual function (sexual desire, 
orgasm, arousal, sexual pain, lubrication, and sexual satisfaction) over the past 4 
weeks. The score range for the sexual desire dimension is 1.6-2 points, and for the 
other dimensions 0-6. The minimum score for the sexual desire dimension is 1.2, for 
sexual arousal, lubrication, orgasm, and pain is 0, and for sexual satisfaction is 0.8 or 
0, with a minimum total scale score of 2. The maximum score for each section is 6, 
and for the total scale, it is 36. Obviously, the total score is obtained from the sum of 
the scores of the 6 sections. A score of 0 indicates that the individual has had no 
sexual activity in the past month. The reliability of this tool in previous studies has 
been estimated at 0.87, and the cut-off point for the total scale to diagnose sexual 
dysfunction has been determined to be 28 or less (Shayan, Masoumi, Yazdi-Ravandi, 
& Zarenezhad, 2015). 
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2. Beck Depression Inventory-II: The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) is a widely used 
self-report tool for measuring depression-related cognitions. The revised version (BDI-
II) is more aligned with the DSM-IV criteria and covers all elements of depression based 
on cognitive theory (Steer, Clark, Beck, & Ranieri, 1999). Stefan-Dabson, 
Mohammadkhani, and Massah-Choulabi (2007) reported a one-week test-retest 
reliability coefficient of 0.93 for this questionnaire in a sample of 354 individuals. 

3. Ruminative Responses Scale: Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow (1991) developed the 
Ruminative Response Scale (RRS) as a self-assessment questionnaire. In Iran, 
Bagherinezhad, Salehi Fadardi, and Tabatabayi (2010) reported the correlation of this 
scale with the BDI at 0.79 and with the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) at 0.56. 

4. Two-Channel EEG Diagnostic System; Clinical Q: This diagnostic system is a two-
channel EEG recording conducted using the ProComp2 Infiniti device in this study.  

This system has a clinical database of 1508 clinical references and is based on the 
notion that a client reporting a specific mental state (e.g., anxiety) also presents a 
neurophysiological representation of that state. According to the diathesis-stress 
model, the condition reported by the client is related to the neurological background 
that appears. Thus, a normative database would consider the client normal (or 
symptom-free) and consistent with normative databases as long as the client only has 
the neurological background. To evaluate in Clinical Q, points Cz, O1, F3, and Fz (the 
international 10-20 system for EEG recording sites) are recorded under specific 
conditions (eyes closed or open) for a specific duration (320 seconds). Finally, the 
recorded measurements are presented in Excel output tables. According to the 
Clinical Q database, if the alpha range (8-12 Hz) on the left is more than 15% different 
from the right (less activity in the left hemisphere) and if the beta range (12-18 Hz) on 
the right is more than 15% different from the left (more activity in the right 
hemisphere), depression symptoms should be examined. Considering the clinical 
characteristics of our sample and the hypotheses of our research (depression 
resulting from marital conflicts and cognitive impairments in depression), several 
other indices in Clinical Q are significant; one is the change in alpha amplitude over 
Cz in the eyes open condition compared to eyes closed less than 30%, which 
encourages clinicians to explore problems in short-term memory and information 
retention. Another is the difference of less than 50% in alpha amplitude over O1 from 
eyes open to eyes closed, which, directs the specialist towards examining symptoms 
of post-traumatic stress; therefore, here the difference in alpha and beta amplitudes 
over F3-F4 as a characteristic of reactive depression disorder and its severity before 
and after the intervention and pseudo-intervention are evaluated. The difference in 
alpha amplitude in eyes open compared to eyes closed in Cz, O1 is also measured as 
an indicator of the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the intervention or pseudo-
intervention of neurofeedback in both groups (Swingle, 2015). 

Procedure: After the pretest phase and random assignment of participants to two 
groups, the intervention program was implemented. According to the intervention 
plan, each group received 15 sessions of 45 minutes 3 times a week for the 
experimental intervention and sham intervention. At the end of the experimental and 
sham intervention sessions, all measurements from the pretest phase were repeated 
as a posttest. It is worth mentioning that in the current study, since the therapist had 
to implement the treatment protocol purposefully, the double-blind method was not 
feasible. To eliminate the effect of suggestion or being in the intervention situation on 
the research results, a sham neurofeedback intervention was used. This group 
received a treatment program completely identical to the intervention group, 
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including 15 regular 45-minute sessions and baseline assessment at the beginning of 
each session, with the difference that instead of receiving neurofeedback training, 
they only observed a recorded program without being able to change it. In informing 
applicants of the research, it was stated that they would participate in therapeutic 
sessions for depression symptoms and that several different therapeutic methods 
would be used in this research plan, with individuals being randomly selected for 
each method; therefore, participants of the sham neurofeedback group participated in 
sessions without knowing about the fictitious nature of their training program. It is 
notable that in adherence to ethical and professional principles, after the end of the 
therapeutic program and conducting the posttest, the participants of this group were 
informed about the fictitious nature of their therapeutic program and were offered 15 
sessions of actual neurofeedback training free of charge. 

Analysis: Data were analyzed using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) in SPSS 
software (version 22; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). 

Mean and standard deviation of the measured variables in the pretest and posttest 
are presented in table 1. 

Based on Clinical Q assessment, the beta asymmetry on F3-F4 also emphasizes the 
examination of depression symptoms; this study analyzed the difference of more 
than 15% in beta range on F4 compared to F3 to assess the effectiveness of 
neurofeedback intervention. 

Therefore, the hypothesis comparing the effectiveness of neurofeedback 
intervention between the two groups on frontal beta asymmetry scores was tested 
using the ANCOVA statistical method, with groups as the independent variable, beta 
asymmetry scores in the pretest as the covariate, and beta asymmetry scores in the 
posttest as the dependent variable. The results showed a significant difference 
between the two groups [F(1,26) = 73.083; P < 0.001; Partial η^2 = 0.73; d = 3.28]. 

Additionally, to test whether the neurofeedback intervention in the experimental 
group could effectively impact rumination scores, depression, and alpha range on Cz 
compared to the control group, the multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) 
model was used. 

 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of measured variables in the pretest and posttest 

Variables Steps 
Intervention Group 

(n = 15) 
Control Group 

(n = 15) 
(Mean ± SD) (Mean ± SD) 

Depression 
Pretest 25.06 ± 3.41 24.73 ± 3.91 
Posttest 16.53 ± 3.66 24.80 ± 4.67 

Rumination 
Pretest 61.20 ± 6.53 66.06 ± 6.07 
Posttest 42.86 ± 5.96 64.06 ± 6.69 

Alpha Asymmetry 
Pretest 47.26 ± 11.57 46.49 ± 15.45 
Posttest 26.78 ± 12.11 46.06 ± 14.64 

Beta Asymmetry Pretest 28.54 ± 9.23 32.67 ± 10.09 
Posttest 21.87 ± 8.54 38.81 ± 10.97 

Alpha Range Difference 
on O1 

Pretest 28.46 ± 8.30 29.43 ± 7.60 
Posttest 37.12 ± 8.12 30.53 ± 8.97 

Alpha Range Difference 
on Cz 

Pretest 21.06 ± 5.10 21.84 ± 4.71 
Posttest 29.94 ± 7.04 22.44 ± 6.27 

SD: Standard deviation 
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Table 2. Effect size between subjects 

Variables 
df 

F P-value Cohen’s d* 
Group Error Sum 

Rumination 1 17 20 79.902 0.0005 3.65 
Depression 1 17 20 33.639 0.0005 2.39 

Alpha Difference on Cz 1 17 20 20.658 0.0005 1.88 
* To understand the effect size, Eta2 wasconvertedtoCohen’sd. 

 
In this model, group as the independent variable, rumination scores, depression, 

and the difference in alpha range on Cz in the posttest as the dependent variables, 
and scores of these variables in the pretest as the covariate were entered into the 
analysis. The results of Box's M test indicated that the assumption of homogeneity of 
covariance matrices between the two groups was met (P = 0.422;  
F = 1.028). The analysis results [F(5,23) = 28.811; P > 0.001; Wilks' Lambda = 0.117; 
Partial η^2 = 0.88) showed that control variables had no significant effect on the 
model. In contrast, a significant difference was observed between the two groups in 
the dependent variables. 

The test results for between-subject effects in MANCOVA are summarized in 
table 2. As observed, the effect size of rumination, executive functions, and the 
difference in alpha range significantly indicates the impact of the experimental 
variable (intervention) on them. Among the measured variables, rumination showed 
the highest, whereas sustained attention showed the lowest susceptibility to the 
experimental variable. 

Lastly, to address the final research question of whether employing 
neurofeedback intervention could lead to a significant reduction in depression scores 
and improve the neurocognitive index (difference in alpha range between open and 
closed eyes on O1) compared to the control group, the MANCOVA model was used. 
In this model, group as the independent variable, depression scores and the 
difference in alpha range on O1 in the pretest as the covariate, and scores of these two 
in the posttest as the dependent variable were entered into the analysis. The analysis 
results showed a significant difference between the two groups in terms of the impact 
of neurofeedback intervention on love trauma scores and the difference in alpha  
on O1. 

The present study distinguishes itself from other similar studies in several aspects.  
First, in addition to assessing and correcting FAA in depressed individuals, 

assessing and correcting frontal beta asymmetry was also examined as an indicator of 
frontal activity in participants with sexual dysfunction disorders. Second, the 
initiating event or factor for depression symptoms in participants with sexual 
dysfunction was considered a criterion for entry into the research, and the impact of 
alpha symmetry neurofeedback on it was neurologically measured. 
Finally, cognitive deficits were evaluated not only through the participants' 
performance on standardized computer tasks, but also through neurocognitive 
assessment. Moreover, the effectiveness of neurofeedback training on them and their 
relationship with rumination was measured. 

The current findings support the initial hypothesis that correcting FAA can lead 
to a reduction in depression symptoms, which is in line with the results of several 
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previous studies (Allen et al., 2004; Harmon-Jones, Gable, & Peterson, 2010; Mennella 
et al., 2015; Peeters, Ronner, Bodar, van Os, & Lousberg, 2014; Quaedflieg et al., 2016; 
Young et al., 2018). However, there are still discrepancies in the findings of different 
studies, challenging the certainty of this relationship. For instance, the findings of 
Mennella et al. (2015) indicated a reduction in rumination scores in participants after 
neurofeedback training. 

Certainly, research methodologies vary across studies, including differences in 
measurement tools and scalp points considered representative of the frontal area. 
Only studies that followed the 10-20 system were reviewed here, encompassing the 
number and duration of neurofeedback sessions, the treatment protocol, and 
participants' clinical histories. Therefore, methodological differences lead to varied 
findings across studies, some of which are contradicted in other studies. This issue 
can be considered a limitation of the research due to the vast scope of the study area 
and the development of neuroscientific methods in clinical psychology. Thus, in the 
current study, researchers also examined the neurocognitive index of frontal beta 
asymmetry in relation to depression symptoms. The findings are consistent with that 
of Peeters et al. (2014), who stated that training to increase frontal alpha also increases 
beta at that point, while such changes do not occur in theta or delta ranges, showing 
the correction of alpha and beta in the frontal lobe only in the experimental group, 
not the sham intervention group (Peeters et al., 2014). Therefore, the findings of this 
study can be more confidently relied upon and generalized to similar groups, as not 
only were clinical trial methodologies adhered to, but neurocognitive indicators 
related to depression symptoms were also considered and examined. 

Another distinctive feature of this research is that it tried to use brain activity 
training (neurofeedback) instead of the usual psychological methods for reducing 
rumination, improving cognitive components involved in rumination (working 
memory, cognitive inhibition, and sustained attention), and achieving a reduction in 
rumination responses. Therefore, the first research question in this study sought to 
measure the effectiveness of neurofeedback intervention on reducing rumination 
responses, and improving working memory, cognitive inhibition, sustained attention, 
and the neurocognitive index of executive functions. Statistical findings indicated 
that implementing the neurofeedback protocol was effective in improving these 
components, whereas such an effect was not observed in the sham intervention 
group.  

Thus, the findings of the present study, emphasizing the theoretical assumptions 
of the resource allocation theory and related research (Connolly et al., 2014; Gotlib & 
Joormann, 2010; Hertel, 1998; Levens et al., 2009; Watkins & Moulds, 2005), indicate 
the effectiveness of correcting alpha asymmetry in reducing cognitive impairments of 
depression and rumination. Hence, these results suggest that neurofeedback training 
for FAA, in addition to reducing depressive mood symptoms, can effectively 
improve executive functions and rumination. Considering that rumination is a 
significant factor in the recurrence and persistence of depressive disorder, the 
importance and application of this finding become clear. In other words, the current 
research findings assert that effective methods for reducing rumination can be 
utilized to decrease and prevent the recurrence of depressive symptoms. Although as 
a clinical trial, this finding needs repetition of results in similar studies to determine 
its reliability, the clinical significance and application of the results cannot be 
overlooked. 

The third characteristic of this study is the examination of the initiating factor for 
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depression symptoms. In most similar studies, being depressed and diagnosed with a 
depressive disorder according to the DSM was considered a condition for research 
entry, without considering factors such as the initiating event or duration of 
depressive disorder. Here, conflict in marital life was considered as the stressor 
initiating depression symptoms. This study, using brain training as one of the 
relatively new methods in psychological rehabilitation, with neurofeedback being 
one of the most established, was able to correct alpha and beta asymmetry in the 
frontal lobes of women with sexual dysfunction disorders, improve rumination, and 
improve the effects left from various marital conflicts. 

The results of this study are significant due to the vital role of depression and 
rumination in the continuation of depression. The findings of this study can be used 
as a valuable intervention to reduce symptoms of depression and rumination in 
women with sexual dysfunction. 

Authors have no conflict of interests. 

The authors wish to thank all the participants in the study. 
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